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A NEW LOCALITY FOR CAMPYLOSTELIUM SAXICOLA

IN ROMANIA

R. WALLFISCH

In a sample of bryophytes, gathered in August 1992 on the crest

of the Southern Carpathians (at ca. 2200 m alt., over Lake Bâlea), on

crystalline underground, I found a group of minute moss-plants,
considered at first view as Seligeria, but further observation revealed that it

was Campylostelium saxicola (Weber & Mohr) Br. cur. This tiny moss is

distributed from western Europe as far east as the Carpathian mountain

range. It is cited in the works by: A. J. E. SMITH (Great Britain), J. AUGIER

(France), H. GAMS, J. P. FRAHM & FREY, W. (Germany), Z. PILOUS &

J. DUDA (former Czechoslowakia), S. SZAFRAN (Poland), A. BOROS

(Hungary), S. A. LAZARENKO (Ukraine). From the romanian territory it

has been reported only by Prof. Dr. Tr. STEFUREAC, who founf it in the

Forest Reserve of Cucurease (Bucovina, Northern Romanian Carpathians).
Because of its small size the plant may have been often overlooked.

The genus Campylostelium belongs to the family Ptychomitriaceae,

placed by some authorities near to the Grimmiaceae, by others in the order

Orthotrichales. Although autoecious, the moss from Lake Bâlea is sterile,

probably due to the harsh climatic conditions at high altitude.

In my sample the gregarious plants present themselves as minute,

slightly curled tufts. The individual moss resembles a Seligeria or a small

Pottia, with a very short stem (length measured 0,59-0,74 mm). The height
of a sterile plant reaches e.g. 1,29 mm. The mixed, light green and

browny leaves, up to 6 in a bunch, are of variable length (0,9-1,5 mm and

0,23-0,24 mm wide). The channelled leaves are lanceolate-linear, acute;

their margins are flat, entire or irregularly crenulate in the upper part. The

nerve is relatively thick, at base 1/4 of the limb, and does not reach the tip.
The most characteristic feature of the sterile plant is the cell-structure

of the leaf. In the lower third of the leaf cells are lax, rectangular and
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Fig.

transparent - almost hyaline. In the middle of the limb I measured 11,25 x

25 urn to 19,75 x 42,5 urn. The angular cells have thinner walls and are

shorter. In this hyaline part I observed also some proximal mammilose cells

(at a magnification of 500 x). The upper cells are typically thick-walled and

are rounded polygonal or transversely elongate (7,5 x 12,5, 10 x 12,5 um).
The sample is included in my own collection.

I thank Dr. G. Dihoru (Institute of Biology, Bucureşti) for the provi-
sion of chorological data, and Mr. С Ciolac for amiably gathering bryo-

phytes on my behalf.
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O LOCALITATE NOUĂ PENTRU CAMPYLOSTELIUM SAXICOLA IN ROMANIA

Rezumat

Se comunică şi se descrie muşchiul Campylostelium saxicola (Weber & Mohr) Br. cur., găsit
într-o probă din ŞeauaCaprei (Mţii. Făgăraş). Planta este citată până acum din România numai de

Prof. Dr. Гг. Stefureac (1976) din Bucovina. Arealul plantei cuprinde aşa dar întregul arc Carpatic.


